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FreeReport a problemThis resource is designed for UK teachers. view us version . If you are learning about the human body and anatomy and physiology at your home school, you want to love the free printable topic we have been offering lately. Our team has been creating a lot of resources on the human body and the human body system. If you enjoy learning with science unit
studies you want to love all the freebies and round-ups we are working on! You may have seen us in free print for apologia's elementary anatomy book where we had all the freebies organized by lessons in the book. I want to do the same thing in this new series where each is focusing on a vital system of the human body. This would be great to accompany the book Anatomy
apology and physiology as well as any single study of the human body. Today we are focusing on the circulatory system which is an important network of organs and vessels responsible for the flow of all our blood, nutrients, hormones, oxygen and gases to and from our cells. Free Circulatory System Sheets: Circulation System Notebook Pages - Cynces Place Circulation Sheet
for Kids - Life and Learning Circulation Game - Ellen McHenry Circulation System, Video &amp; Racing - TPT Inside Anatomy Circulation Sheet - Education.com Excellent Anatomy Heart Sheet Chart - Education.com Our Human Body Systems Label and Chart Sheet Instant Download for Circulatory System. This will help your children maintain different parts of the circulatory
system using free stickers included. Cardiology Tagging Sheet – Enchanted Learning Heart Anatomy Clip Art, Coloring Pages, Tagged Worksheets and more - Homeschool Clip Art Circulation Matching System - Discovery Education Circulation Station Coloring Page - Education.com Introduction to Circulatory System Lesson Plan - K12 Circulation System Lesson Plan with Video
Links - PBS Learning Kids Guide Series Circulation - Pacific Medical ACLS Internal Body System System With Maps Interactive and information. We love using notebooks alongside any topic or single study. We have created disease-free from the journal Research's notebook circulation system along with this study. Your children take a look at eight common circulatory system
diseases that can plague the body. Your students will learn about this body system by studying what can go wrong with it! Here are some books to help your children learn more about the circulatory system: Heart Circulation Story Pumping Adventure: An Imaginative Journey Through the Circulatory System (Human Body Detectives)Your Circulatory System (Light Books Search
™ - How Does Your Body Work?) Survive! Inside the Human Body, Volume 2: Circulatory System Forget to get our other related freebies: free human body systems label sheets for each body system, with included responses. FREE Human Body Systems Reading Comprehension Science Unit with six reading comprehension lessons based on the human body. Free Human Body
Systems Vocabulary Copywork Notebook with 78 pages of vocabulary terms about the human body to copy and remember. Sarah is the wife, daughter of the king and mom to 4 children (who is a home school graduate)! She is an eclectic, Charlotte Mason homeschooler style that has been homeschooling for over 16 years now. He is still trying to find a balance between working
and keeping a house and says he can only do so with god's grace, and coffee! Fill in all the gaps, then press Review to check your answers. Use the Point button to get a free letter if the answer to you is difficult. You can also click the [?] button if available to get a clue. Note that you will lose points if you ask for hints or clues!    Artery blood vessels capillary body circulatory system
digests dietary gaps glucose lung oxygen pump small intestine surface thin wall water vessel 1. Which of the following is not a function of wades? To carry blood away from the heart to carry blood to the heart to carry carbon dioxide away from cells to carry waste away from 2 cells. Which of the following, in the case of Wades, is not true? Materials can't cross their walls they carry
blood to the heart they have no valve they have a thin wall 3. The main member in the circulatory system is ....... 4. Many veins in your body carry: deoxygenated blood reoxygenated blood pure oxygen oxygen oxygen 5. Which of the following, in the case of kapils, is not true? The exchange of substances in cells and blood here takes place they are too small to see without a
microscope they connect the arteries to their veins thick walls 6. Which of the following is not true of heart ventricles? They have lower heart rooms they have upper heart chambers they have more muscle than atria they pump blood 7. Which of the following statements about arteries is not true? Materials can pass through their walls as they carry blood away from their hearts a
thick wall containing muscle they have no valve 8. Which of the following is not part of the blood? Plasma blood red blood cell plates white blood cells 9. Which of the following is not a function of the arteries? To carry blood away from the heart to carry blood to the heart to supply food to cells to supply oxygen to 10 cells. Which of the following is not part of the circulatory system?
Veins FreeFreeReport a Resources are designed for UK teachers. view us version . About Circulatory System Poster Circulation System Circulation Station Circulation Coloring System Human Screen Coloring System Human Heart Coloring Page Human Blood Circulation System Clipart Free Circulation System Introduction to Circulatory System Implementation System
Circulation Relay System Circulatory Word Search System Circulation : Matching the label of the human circulatory system draw inside the human body how hard your heart is working the kid's guide to the circulatory system throughout the industry, robots have revolutionized how companies operate. Most famously, this happened in a manufacturing field with robotic vehicle
assembly lines. Now, though, the next wave of robotic process automation (RPA) hit the back office. Throughout the industry, robots have revolutionized how companies operate. Most famously, this happened in a manufacturing field with robotic vehicle assembly lines. Now, though, the next wave of robotic process automation (RPA) hit the back office. In the video, Lee Richmore
talks about RPA: How can the benefits of instant business and the different ways organizations can integrate it into their processes. Skip to Content Transcript: Carl Kelley: 00:12 Welcome to Driving the Future. My name is Carl Kelly and we will talk in this first episode about the current mobility ecosystem and the invasion of digital players. I'm glad that two digital car mobility
experts, Mark Caesar and Marcus Winkler, joined. thank you so much for joining us , gentlemen . Welcome. Mark: 00:36 Thank you Carl Karl: 00:39 good. Please, Marcus, can you introduce yourself and tell us a little bit about your role? Marcus: 00:44 Yes, of course. Marcus Winkler, I'm going to the global automotive sector in Capgini, I'm a consultant at heart, a strong
background in economics and technology. Automobiles in Capmini mean that we are more than 10,000 people who work collaboratively for their automotive customers and leverage the full power of the Capgemini Group of more than 200,000 people. Our customer mainly OEMs, manufacturers, suppliers, retailers, but also new shipping and new kids like [I hearable 00:01:22] as
well. Karl: 01:24 Big. thank you very much. It's nice to have you on board. Mark, please you can introduce yourself and tell us about your role: 01:31 Yes, my name is Mark Caesar. I worked for Capgemini [i.m. i.m. 00:01:35] for the connective car business. Long being in the automotive industry and enjoying the times now and things are going on. Karl: 01:46 Big. It's nice to have
you on board. ok. i think we should start by setting the scene a little bit . I'm talking about this memorial shift. Industry and current mobility ecosystem. Perhaps in fact we can start by describing what it means by the mobility ecosystem for our listeners as well as what this massive change from product axis to customer pivot, from product to service. Marcus: 02:19 I think first of all we
need to take a look at what's now. Now indeed, and OEM and the manufacturer of vehicles and at the end of the day, relying on retail, most of the time, even let's say third-party retail, and those retailers are actually selling cars. Then we have private transport and we now have more and more, new transport challenges. New in fact, the future mobility ecosystem will actually be a
much more road-based. We are of course still making vehicles will be one of the parties. It owns the assets of cars, service providers, mobility platforms, and then of course let's say operator, brand, at the end of the day. And the consumer that means driver, but also let's say passenger. This, let's say, is new. youre absolutely right . The new mobility device is also a transformation
of how you buy a car, how the car owner, how to use them, how to rent them. And at the end of the day, how can we transfer from A to B as well. This, I think, means a whole new role playing in this new part of the market. Mark: 03:51 Yes, if I might add, I'd also say looking at the customer, the question for the customer is really how he moves from A to B no matter what getting a
car or bus ride or using any means transport. This is really customer demand. That's how mobility demand is really changing at these times. Karl: 04:21 Big. And it's really like a big change in the revolution, almost a revolution. I have heard that the automobile industry is undergoing its biggest revolution since the advent of the internal combustion engine. Do you think this is a
detailed representation of how massive the revolution is? Marcus: 04:44 Quite Carl. I think this is definitely true. OEMS today, what they need to do is, at the end of the day, manage that IT legacy to productivity and redirect [i.m. 00:04:59] and actually venture towards a new destiny, which is connected around, autonomous, common, electric as well as those who, let's say old
organization formats, they need to adopt new ways of working for this challenge. Technology should generate much more business value than in the past and it needs a new hands-on actually with the business. I think Mark, as well as, their business, the business sector, they also need to accelerate new forms of collaboration. They should focus on going much faster to the
market as well. All of this, this acceleration, what you described As Carl, is actually very, very strongly pushed. Eu decapitation targets by new mobility developments, for example, in China. Plus, they will lead the new market entrance that is coming to car games and mobility. This is something that actually accelerates and will be a sign of massive change. Brand: 06:16 Yes, as
Marcus says, especially digital players like Googles, iPhones, are now attacking the mobility market. These new engines, they have a completely different way to work. They are much faster at bringing new features, new products. This is what the consumer is used to, and that's why it now also expects mobility and mobility from the industry. That puts a lot of pressure on OEMs
and the entire automotive industry. KARL: 6:59 What exactly is this digital players bringing in? Something like fresh eyes to new things and ideas and they set expectations as you say with consumers. But what is the scope of what they are entering the automotive industry? Marcus: 07:19 I think what we're seeing is that it's new market input, which also come as quite interesting
from this sector. It's definitely digital players that you mention, but also players from other industries like insurance for example, energy utility providers and they're cutting off traditional automotive value chain parts. Let's give an example. [I hearable 00:07:49] The return of the car was for a long time, the core dealer business. Now there are actually new participants coming and
startups are coming, even insurers and they've built new brands around it and it's actually made it easy for the consumer to return the car and actually sell the car to the market without any head pain. It is, let's say, what they're acting and what it brings on the table. It's definitely something like they offer this kind of integration for consumers in terms of processes. Think of Mark,
simplicity as a subject. one of those attributes . Mark: 08:31 Yes, it's as simple as possible so that the customer doesn't want to make as many choices and options, but in terms of communication actually, he wants the right service at the right time in the right place and this is as simple as possible. When you look at the products offered by Apple, simplicity really is what counts and
that's what makes it a great success. Marcus: 09:05 And accelerated communication is really something digital players can do and really excel at. Superior customer service as well. Again, they meet the expectations of the new customer in fact in this market. It's much more even with high agility and new speed in the market. Carl: 09:28 Mm-hmm (affirmative). Are OEMs reacting
as quickly as they may to these challenges? Or to these enormous opportunities? I guess at this incredibly exciting time that there is, I suppose the pressure need for adapt . Is there any kind of cultural resistance within the auto industry you say will stop them from reacting as agile as they can? Marcus: 10:00. The current tempo, reaction time is too slow. I think that's what we're
seeing. Ironically, it's the digital and customer-centric processes by the mutual division of nature. This is where the barriers are, I thought the organizational structures of OEMs have been growing for decades. Of course it's much easier to open, let's say, a digital app than actually planting or seeding digital transformation within organizations. Mark: 10:44 Yes. We see our
customers and OEMs, we see them doing something. They are opening digital labs and all these initiatives are trying to work agile and fast. That works somewhat quite well, but only somewhat. If you start a new project and replicate at least viable products for example, then at a certain point, you need to bring that project into your existing processes and into your organization.
That's most of the time where the barriers start and when the pace is really slowing down a lot. So the launch style is really fast coming into the slow processes available from the existing organization and those obstacles really have to overcome. Marcus: 11:52 That's right. [Ie hearing 00:11:53] requires new collaboration formats. It requires a strong activation of employees, maybe
even new decisions or purchases, what is strategic and perhaps what partners, suppliers can actually do. Again that requires the right investment? This apparently, OEMs, it needs to be earned from operating profits while on the other side and digital players, they can rely on fresh foreign money sources and stock markets fantasies as well. I think one thing is right, OEMs as well
as other car market players, they need to accelerate the transformation now. Carl: 12:42 Mm-hmm (affirmative). i see. As a spectator or a layman like myself, it seems like an incredibly exciting time involved in the auto industry. I wonder if, will it be as exciting for you guys inside this change? Mark: 13:00 Definitely. There are many possibilities that open up to support our science,
to support the automotive industry. There are so many forms of cooperation that we try to establish. A lot of really innovative projects that we start and come to life. It's a great time right now, Marcus: 13:28 perfectly. thats where you should be . We are in the middle of a transformation that opens up a lot of opportunities. We've built a lot of transformation capabilities in Capgemini in
the last year, so we're also in transformation and that's what we bring to the market. Karl: 13:46 Anne Doesn't seem like an attractive time. One way to look at it would be that maybe OEMs, there's a kind of pressing need for them to change. It can also make it a case, can we look at it as a time of tremendous opportunity for OEMs as well? Marcus: 14:12 Yes, absolutely. They are
now trying to play in both worlds, and at the end of the day, we called it the ambidextrous game. So they still have a strong manufacturing and engineering field. They have the capabilities to scale their business globally. They are really in the automotive business. At the same time, of course, they're acquiring new capabilities, new digital capabilities, where we're actually helping
them transform and unlock the new mobility market. Let's even say with some new trends appearing on the market or by actually acquiring players in this market. Karl: 15:12. Thank you so much for joining us, Marcus and Mark. thank you very much. Okay, so next time he joins us for the future drive when Sebastian joins us and again by Mark Caesar we'll talk about the specific
pain points of OEMs in the current mobility ecosystem. Join us next time. bye. bye.
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